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We invite you to consider various programs for physicians and students who want to learn and work
in the field of hotel business and tourism, as well as special preparatory courses that will help to
enroll in the selected university without any problems.

Leading universities are ready to provide material assistance to talented students regardless of their
place of birth.The main thing is to entrust negotiations with universities professionals.Grants and
scholarships for students from Ukraine and CIS countries

Students of foreign educational institutions who receive a scholarship or

won a grant for training, can save on study, accommodation, travel and

Other expenses from 50% to 100%.This makes it possible to young diving.

Do scientific activities without worrying about money.

All talented applicants from Ukraine and CIS countries we offer

Submit documents for grant or scholarships already upon admission.Same

They can be arranged from any course.Specialty or training program

values do not have.

Especially advise you to try to get a scholarship or grant to those who plan to enter the universities
in the USA, Germany, England, Norway, Switzerland.A similar opportunity also provides most
European universities involved in the Erasmus Mundus program.

Send a request

And get advice for free! I want to know more

Preparatory programs for admission

Applicants who want to enter a foreign university immediately after school, or after the end of
another educational institution in Ukraine, we propose to undergo preparatory language courses
abroad.Training programs exist both with educational institutions and regardless of them.Typically,
training takes place in the city where the university is located.
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Preparatory programs for admission will allow:

learn a foreign language or improve it;

improve the knowledge of profiling items to the level required by the university;

get acquainted with the culture of the country in which you are going to live at least 2-3 years;

explore the city and university before active study begins;

adapt to local conditions;

Get acquainted with future teachers and fellow students.

Such training programs last from one month to a year, depending on the degree of ownership of a
foreign language.Many universities are credited to the first course following the passage of
preparatory courses, without exams.

Preparatory programs increase the chance to enroll at the university (including the free department)
5 times.Education in the field of hotel and tourist business

Those who want to get a higher education in the field of hotel business, we can offer special training
programs abroad.Studying and receiving a diploma in universities of a hotel and restaurant or tourist
orientation abroad will allow:

to get a high-pay job in the best hotels and restaurants of any country in the world;

already while studying to work and receive salary (or to pass paid internship);

Earn from 1500 to 10,000 EUR per month.

To reduce the learning time to one year, since usually students of such educational institutions
receive intermediate certificates that give the right to officially employ in hotels, restaurants,
European travel agencies.

The best universities and schools for studying the hotel business are located in Malta, in
Switzerland, Greece, UAE, USA.The most popular are: Swiss School of Hotel Management, EHL -
Hotel School Lausanne, Itis - Malta Tourism Institute.Programs for doctors abroad

If you have received a higher medical education in Ukraine, Russia or another CIS country, then you
may have a problem with employment in the clinic or hospital abroad.Not all diplomas of Ukrainian
medical universities are recognized abroad.Therefore, we offer graduates of medical universities
and practitioners to sign up for the re-certification program and recognition of a diploma in Europe.



As a result of the program:

Your diploma will be equal to the diploma of the European sample, it will be recognized in the EU
countries;

You will pass itching and improve your qualifying level;

You will be guided by paid internship in one of the country's clinics, where you will undergo a
program;

You are guaranteed to get a specialty in any country of the European Union.

According to the program for doctors, we cooperate with partners in the Czech Republic, Germany.It
is in these countries that retesting and recognition of your diploma will be held.How can WORLD
STUDY help?

We, as official representatives of educational institutions and educational institutions around the
world:

We will help determine the direction of learning, program and university;

Fill and submit all the necessary documents into several chosen universities;

You will monitor the decision-making of universities;

We will do everything you need to receive a grant or scholarship;

We organize moving to another country, we will place a visa, we will help settle in the city;

We will select foreign language courses;

Let's help adapt to new conditions.

World Study organizes training abroad for each applicant from Ukraine or any CIS country who
wants to get high-quality higher education.

Send a request

And get advice for free! I want to know more


